
Multi-Platinum Singer-Songwriter Ally Brooke
Signs Recording Agreement with Duars
Entertainment and AMSI Entertainment

— Ally Brooke is the first female artist signed to either Duars
Entertainment and AMSI Entertainment —
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Multi-platinum recording artist, Ally Brooke, embarks on a new chapter in her career by signing

with two major record labels simultaneously, Duars Entertainment and AMSI Entertainment. This

new agreement will propel Ally's career to the next level and allow her to expand her star power

into new markets.

With this partnership between the independent label Duars Entertainment and AMSI

Entertainment, led by CEOs Eric Duars and Simran A. Singh, respectively, the labels seek to

position Ally Brooke as one of the biggest global female artists in the world. The former member

of Fifth Harmony is the first female artist signed to either Duars Entertainment and AMSI

Entertainment.
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“At Duars Entertainment, we are very selective when it comes to signing talent. We are extremely

excited to bring Ally Brooke on board, someone with an immense amount of talent, an artist who

can connect with a bilingual audience, a singer-songwriter and a dancer with an impeccable

presence. It ’s an honor to welcome Ally to the Duars family,” expressed Eric Duars, CEO of Duars

Entertainment.

Simran A. Singh, CEO of AMSI Entertainment, who met Ally through Selena’s sister, Suzette

Quintanilla, said “Although I initially met with Ally to explore how I could help her as an attorney,

Ally’s spirit and God-given talent moved me so deeply that I had to play a bigger role in her

career. I was compelled to make sure that she was set up for success. As if it was predestined, Ally

joined my record label, AMSI Entertainment, to collaborate in this next chapter of her career. I

have no doubt that with the support of our other partner, Duars Entertainment, Ally will be

amongst the biggest female artists in the world very soon.”

Currently, Ally is working on her first Spanish-language album and has tapped A-list producers

Luny Tunes, Dimelo Flow and Mr. NaisGai, among other award-winning Latin music producers.

Similarly, the new album will feature participations from multiple A-list Latin and mainstream artists.

Ally is set to showcase new music in an exclusive showcase hosted by Duars Entertainment which

is set to take place during Billboard Latin Music Week in Miami, FL, and the line-up will include

Rauw Alejandro, Eix and Farruko.

Having accumulated over a billion streams across her catalog, the multi-platinum singer-

songwriter, Ally Brooke, started her solo career in 2019, with back-to-back Top 40 charting singles

and an impressive resume of genre-bending collaborations including “All Night” alongside

Afrojack which marked her first #1 as a solo artist on US Dance Radio. Additionally, Ally Brooke

participated on ABC’s “Dancing with the stars” and embarked on a tour in 2020 that took her to

multiple U.S. cities, including a sold-out show at New York’s Gramercy Theater. Last year, Ally

Brooke released her book "Finding Your Harmony" and currently voices one of the characters of

Nickelodeon’s cartoon series "The Casagrandes".
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